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Gold sunk into 2016 under extreme pressure from the 
heightened expectations of four possible US rate rises, 
while an appreciating Dollar encouraged bearish investors 
to attack at any opportunity. The metal experienced a 
sharp change of polarity as Q1 commenced, following the 
heightened concerns over the state of the global economy, 
which boosted its safe-haven allure. Gold bulls received 
further encouragement from the incessant declines in oil 
prices, which dampened confidence towards the global 
economy and consequently encouraged investors to flee 
away from riskier assets.

The main factor that kept Gold depressed for the most 
part of 2015 was the elevated expectations over the Fed 
raising US interest rates, but with expectations rapidly 
fading in Q1 the shackles which restrained Gold bulls were 
cut, consequently giving way to a surge in prices. In reality, 
the intention of the Federal Reserve has been one of the 
key factors behind Gold trading, and with it becoming 
increasingly clear that US rates may not be increased 
anytime soon, Gold could be poised to have one of its best 
years in a decade.

As we enter Q2, this yellow metal may be expecting further 
gains, with prices punching back above $1283 as risk 
aversion encourages anxious investors to seek the safe-
haven safety of Gold. Naturally as expectations fade of the 
Fed raising US rates, the Dollar should weaken and this 
provides a foundation for buyers to install another round 
of buying more during most of Q2. The Fed futures display 
a very low possibility of the Federal Reserve taking any 
action in this new quarter and such should offer further 
encouragement for bullish investors to pile onto the longs.

Looking at the technicals, Gold has enjoyed an extended 
bull run taking prices to the $1285 resistance before sellers 
sent the precious metal back towards the $1210 support. 
This precious metal remains bullish and the ongoing global 
woes which have heightened risk aversion, should provide 
a foundation for bullish investors to send prices back to the 
$1285 highs. 
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Gold MonthlyAlthough the daily timeframe is starting to look somewhat 
bearish, bulls remain in firm control on both the weekly and 
monthly, as long as $1190 defends well. 

A weekly close above $1285 could provide the momentum 
needed for bulls to challenge $1308 and if this level is 
breached then the sky may be the limit for this yellow metal. 
One of the main reasons of the recent decline in Gold was 
the inflated expectations of a US rate rise in April, despite 
the unstable financial landscape. When the expectations 
diminish and the Dollar starts to weaken, Gold bulls may 
return in full force with $1285 as the first goal.

Disclaimer: The content in this article comprises personal opinions and ideas and should not be construed as containing personal and/or other investment advice and/or 
an offer of and/or solicitation for any transactions in financial instruments and/or a guarantee and/or prediction of future performance. FXTM, its affiliates, agents, directors, 
officers or employees do not guarantee the accuracy, validity, timeliness or completeness of any information or data made available and assume no liability as to any loss 
arising from any investment based on the same.

Risk Warning: There is a high level of risk involved with trading leveraged products such as forex and CFDs. You should not risk more than you can afford to lose, it is possible 
that you may lose more than your initial investment. You should not trade unless you fully understand the true extent of your exposure to the risk of loss. When trading, you 
must always take into consideration your level of experience. If the risks involved seem unclear to you, please seek independent financial advice.
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